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Trust  
Exercise

N EITHER CAN DRIVE. David turns sixteen the following March, 
Sarah the following April. It is early July, neither one within 

sight of sixteen and the keys to a car. Eight weeks remain of the 
summer, a span that seems endless, but with the intuitive parts of 
themselves they also sense it is not a long time and  will go very 
quickly. The intuitive parts of themselves are always highly aggra-
vated when they are together. Intuition only tells them what they 
want, not how to achieve it, and this is intolerable.

Their romance has started in earnest this summer, but the pro-
logue took up the  whole previous year. All fall and spring of the 
previous year they lived with exclusive reference to each other, and 
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2 | Susan Choi

 were viewed as an unspoken duo by every one  else.  Little remarked, 
universally felt, this taut, even dangerous energy  running between 
them. When that began, it was harder to say. They  were both 
experienced— neither was a virgin— and this might have both sped 
and slowed what took place. That first year, in the fall, each had 
started at school with a boy-  or girlfriend who was  going to some 
other, more regular place. Their own school was special, intended 
to cream off the most talented at selected pursuits from the regular 
places all over the city and even beyond, to the outlying desolate 
towns. It had been a daring experiment ten years before and was 
now an elite institution, recently moved to an expensive new build-
ing full of  “world class,” “professional” facilities. The school was 
meant to set apart, to break bonds that  were better off broken, 
confined to childhood. Sarah and David accepted this as the sort 
of poignant rite their exceptional lives would require. Lavished, 
perhaps, extra tenderness on the vestigial boyfriend and girlfriend 
in the pro cess of casting them off. The school was named the City-
wide Acad emy for the Performing Arts, but they and all the stu-
dents and their teachers called it, rather pompously, CAPA.

At CAPA, the first- year Theatre Arts students studied Stage-
craft, Shakespeare, the Sight- Reading of  music, and, in their acting 
class, Trust Exercises, all terms they  were taught should be capital-
ized as befitted their connection to Art. Of the Trust Exercises  there 
 were seemingly infinite variations. Some involved talking and resem-
bled group therapy. Some required silence, blindfolds, falling back-
ward off  tables or ladders and into the latticework of classmates’ 
arms. Almost daily they lay on their backs on the cold tile floor in 
what Sarah, much  later in life, would be taught was called corpse 
pose in yoga. Mr. Kingsley, their teacher, would pad like a cat among 
them in his narrow- toed soft leather slippers, intoning a mantra of 
muscle awareness. Let your awareness pour into your shins, filling 
them slowly, from ankle to knee. Allow them to grow liquid and heavy. 
Even as you can feel  every cell, cradle it with your sharpened aware-
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Trust Exercise | 3

ness, you are letting it go. Let it go. Let it go. Sarah had won admis-
sion to the school with a monologue from the Carson McCullers 
play The Member of the Wedding. David, who had attended a the-
atre camp, had done Willy Loman from Death of a Salesman. Their 
first day, Mr. Kingsley slid into the room like a knife—he had a 
noiseless and ambushing style of movement— and once  they’d fallen 
 silent, which was almost immediately, had cast a look on them that 
Sarah still saw in the back of her mind. It seemed to mix scorn with 
a challenge. You look pretty nothing to me, the look flashed onto 
them like a spray of ice  water. And then, like a tease, it amended:  . . .  
or maybe I’m wrong? THEATRE, Mr. Kingsley had written in tall 
slashing letters of chalk on the board. “That’s the way it is spelled,” 
he had said. “If you ever spell this with ‘ER’ at the end you  will fail 
the assignment.”  These words  were the  actual first he had spoken 
to them, not the scornful “you look pretty nothing to me” Sarah 
had  imagined.

Sarah wore a signature pair of blue jeans. Though she had 
bought them at a mall she would never see anyone  else wearing 
them: they  were specific to her, very snug, with elaborate stitching. 
The stitching went in whorls and patterns spreading over the ass, 
down the fronts and the backs of the thighs. No one  else even had 
textured jeans; all the girls wore five- pocket Levi’s or leggings, the 
boys the same five- pocket Levi’s or, for a brief time, Michael- 
Jackson- style parachute pants. In Trust Exercises one day, perhaps 
late in the fall— David and Sarah  were never quite sure; they would 
not speak of it  until summer— Mr. Kingsley turned off all the lights 
in the windowless rehearsal room, plunged them into a locked light-
less vault. At one end of the rectangular room was a raised plat-
form stage, thirty inches or so off the floor. Once the lights  were 
turned off, in the absolute silence, they heard Mr. Kingsley skim 
the length of the opposite wall and step onto the stage, the edge of 
which they faintly discerned from bits of luminescent tape that hov-
ered in a broken line like a thin constellation. Long  after their eyes 
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4 | Susan Choi

had adjusted, they saw nothing but this: a darkness like that of the 
womb or the grave. From the stage came his stern, quiet voice, void-
ing them of all previous time. Stripping them of all knowledge. 
They  were blind newborn babes and must venture themselves 
through the darkness and see what they found.

Crawling, then, which would help prevent injury, and also keep 
them well off the stage where he sat listening. They listened keenly 
also, as, both inhibited by the darkness and disinhibited by it, by 
the concealment it gave, they ventured to venture. A spreading aural 
disturbance of shifting and rustling. The room was not large; imme-
diately, bodies encountered each other and startled away. He heard 
this, or presumed it. “Is that some other creature with me, in the 
darkness?” he whispered, ventriloquizing their apprehension. “What 
does it have— what do I have? Four limbs that carry me forward, 
and back. Skin that can sense cold and hot. Rough and smooth. 
What is it. What am I. What are we.”

In addition to crawling, then: touching. Not tolerated but 
encouraged. Maybe even required.

David was surprised to find how much he could identify by 
smell, a sense to which he never gave thought; now he found it 
assailed him with information. Like a bloodhound or Indian scout, 
he assessed and avoided. The five guys apart from him, starting with 
William, superficially his most obvious rival but no rival at all. Wil-
liam gave off a deodorant scent, manly and industrial, like an excess 
of laundry detergent. William was handsome, blond, slender, grace-
ful, could dance, possessed some sort of race memory of the con-
ventions of courteousness like how to put a girl’s coat on, hand her 
out of a car, hold a door open for her, that William’s rigid crazy 
 mother could never have taught him as she was absent from his 
 house for twenty hours at a stretch working two full- time jobs and 
in the time she was home, locked herself in her bedroom and refused 
to help her  children, William and his two  sisters, with meals or 
 house keeping let alone finer  things like their homework;  these  were 
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Trust Exercise | 5

such  things as one learned about one’s fellow fourteen- year- old 
classmates, within just a few weeks, if a Theatre student at CAPA. 
William was the heartthrob of Christian Julietta, fat Pammie, Tani-
qua who could dance, and her adjuncts Chantal and Angie, who 
screamed with plea sure when William swung and dipped Taniqua, 
when he spun her like a top across the room. For his part William 
exhibited no desire except to tango with Taniqua; his energy had 
no sexual heat like his sweat had no smell. David steered clear of 
William, not even brushing his heel. Next was Norbert: oily scent 
of his pimples. Colin: scalp scent of his ludicrous clownfro of hair. 
Ellery, in whom oil- scent and scalp- scent combined in a way that 
was palatable, almost appealing. Fi nally Manuel, as the forms said 
“Hispanic,” of which  there  were almost no  others at CAPA despite 
the apparent vast numbers of them in the city. Perhaps that explained 
Manuel’s presence, perhaps he was some sort of token required for 
the school to get funding. Stiff,  silent, with no discernible talent, a 
heavy accent about which he was clearly self- conscious. Friendless, 
even in this hot house of oft- elicited, eagerly yielded intimacies. 
Manuel’s scent, the dust- steeped unwashed scent of his artificial- 
sheep’s- wool- lined corduroy jacket.

David was on the move now, crawling quickly, deftly, ignoring 
the shufflings and scufflings and intakes of breath. A knot of whis-
pers and perfumey hair products: Chantal and Taniqua and Angie. 
As he passed, one of them grabbed his ass, but he  didn’t slow down.

Almost right away, Sarah had realized her jeans marked her, like 
a message in Braille. Only Chantal would be as distinctive. Chantal 
wore  every day without fail a thigh- length cardigan in a very bright 
color like scarlet or fuchsia or teal, belted tightly at the waist with 
a double- loop  belt with punk studs. Dif fer ent cardigan, same  belt, 
or possibly several identical  belts. The moment the lights had gone 
out someone had scooted beside Sarah and scrabble- grabbed  until 
finding her breasts, then squeezed hard as if hoping for juice. Nor-
bert,  she’d been sure. He’d been sitting nearby, staring at her, as he 
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6 | Susan Choi

generally did, while the lights  were still on.  She’d leaned back on 
the heels of her hands and shoved hard with both feet, regretting 
she was wearing her white ballet flats, which  were turning quite 
dingy and gray, and not her pointy- toe three- buckle boots with 
the metal- tipped heels  she’d bought recently with her earnings 
from working both weekend opening shifts at the Esprit de Paris 
bakery, which job meant that she  rose before six  every day of the 
week, though she often did not go to sleep before two. The tit- 
grabber, whoever it was, had silently tumbled back into the dark, 
without even a sharp exhalation, and since then she had continued 
on the heels of her hands and her feet, crab- shuffling, keeping her 
ass down, her thighs folded up. Perhaps it had been Colin, or Man-
uel. Manuel who never stared at her, who met no one’s eyes, whose 
voice she  wasn’t sure  she’d yet heard. Perhaps he was pent up with 
vio lence and lust. “. . . all kinds of shapes in the dark. This one is 
cold, it has hard edges, when I place my hands on it, it  doesn’t 
respond. This one is warm with a strange bumpy shape: when I place 
my hands on it, it moves. . . .” Mr. Kingsley’s voice, threading the 
darkness, was intended to open them up, every thing was intended to 
open them up, but Sarah had closed and grown porcupine’s bristles, 
she was a failure, her most recent recitation in Shakespeare had been 
awful, her  whole body stiff, full of tics.

More than anything she feared  running up against Julietta or 
Pammie, both so earnest and so unself- conscious, like  children. 
 They’d be joyfully stroking what ever their hands lit upon.

 She’d been found. A hand grasped her left knee, ran its palm 
down the front of her thigh, the swirled ridges of stitching. She 
could feel its heat through her jeans. Just like that, in the pit of her 
stomach a hollowness came, a trapdoor swinging silently open, as 
if Mr. Kingsley’s voice had been the nagging wind, in effec tively rat-
tling the lock, which this hand had now sprung.

The one hand remained on her thigh while another found her 
right hand and raised it, laid it flush on a lightly shaved face. It took 
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Trust Exercise | 7

her thumb, limp and helpless, adjusted its position, and pressed it 
as if meaning to make a thumbprint. She felt beneath the pad a 
slight bump, like a mosquito- bite welt. David’s birthmark, a flat-
tened chocolate- colored mole, the same dia meter as a pencil eraser, 
on his left cheek, just offshore of his mouth.

They had not, to this point in their scanty acquaintance, dis-
cussed David’s mole. What fourteen- year- olds talked about, even 
took note of, moles? But Sarah had wordlessly noticed it. David 
wordlessly knew that she had. This was his mark, his Braille. Her 
hand no longer passively lay on his face but held it, as if balancing 
it on his neck. She slid her thumb over his lips, as distinct in their 
shape as his mole. His lips  were full but not feminine, closer to sim-
ian. Slightly Mick Jagger. His eyes, though small,  were set deep 
and resembled blue agates. Something intelligently feral about them 
as well. He was not at all normally handsome but did not need to be.

David took her thumb in his mouth, tongued it  gently, did not 
slobber it, kissed it back so it lay once again on his lips. The thumb 
traced the cleft of his lips as if taking their mea sure.

Mr. Kingsley’s voice must have continued, unraveling guidance, 
but they no longer heard him.

David had never in this way deferred a kiss. He felt skewered by 
lust and as if he could hang  there, afloat on the pain. Up floated his 
hands, in tandem, and closed over her breasts. She shuddered and 
pressed against him and he lifted his hands just a fraction away, so 
his palms only grazed her nipples where they strained the thin weave 
of her cotton T- shirt. If she was wearing a bra it was a soft wisp of 
one, a silk rag encircling her ribs. Her nipples rained down in his 
mind in the form of hard glittering gems, diamonds and quartzes 
and  those faceted clumps of rock crystal one grew in a jar on a string. 
Her breasts  were ideally small, precisely the size of the cup of his 
hand. He weighed them and mea sured them, marveling, brushing 
them, with his palms or the tips of his fin gers, the same way again 
and again. With his now- cast- off girlfriend from his previous school 
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8 | Susan Choi

he’d evolved the Formula and had then become imprisoned by it: first 
Kissing with Tongue for the fixed interval, then Tits for the fixed 
interval, then Fingering Her for the fixed interval before, culminat-
ingly, Fucking. Never a step neglected nor a change to the order. A 
sex  recipe. Now with a shock he realized that it  needn’t be thus.

They knelt, knees to knees, his palms cradling her breasts, her 
hands clutching his skull  either side of his face, her face pushed into 
his shoulder so that a patch of the cloth of his polo shirt grew hotly 
wet from her breath. He turned his face into the weight of her hair, 
basking in her aroma, exulting in it. How he’d found her. No word 
to describe it except recognition. Some chemical made her for him, 
him for her; they  were not yet too fucked up by life that they wouldn’t 
realize it.

“Make your way to a space on the wall and sit against it. Hands 
relaxed by your sides. Eyes closed, please. I’ll be bringing the lights 
back in stages, to smooth the transition.”

Well before Mr. Kingsley completed his speech Sarah broke 
away, crawled as if fleeing a fire  until she hit a wall. Pulled her knees 
to her chest, crushed her face to her knees.

David was scorch- mouthed, felt strangled by his underpants. 
His hands, so exquisitely sensitive moments before,  were as clumsy 
as if stuffed inside boxing gloves. He palmed and palmed his hair, 
which was short and unvarying, off his forehead.

As the lights came on each stared steadily forward into the 
room’s empty center.

The crucial first year of their learning continued. In classes with 
 tables, they sat at separate  tables. In classes with chairs set in rows, 
they sat in separate rows. Hanging around in the halls, in the lunch-
room, on the benches for smoking, they adhered to separate nodes 
of conversation, sometimes standing just inches apart, turned away 
from each other. But in moments of transition, of general move-
ment, David’s gaze burned a hole through the air, Sarah’s glance 
darted out, then away, like a whip. Unbeknownst to themselves they 
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Trust Exercise | 9

 were as noticeable as light houses. In repose, even when they both 
stared straight ahead, the wire ran between them, and their peers 
changed their paths to avoid tripping on it.

They needed distance to give them fresh darkness. At the end 
of the year, one knee restlessly bouncing, eyes sweeping the room’s 
farthest corners, knuckles manically popping, David paused next to 
Sarah and asked, thickly, for her address. His  family was  going to 
 England. He’d send her a postcard. She wrote the address briskly, 
handed it to him, he turned on his heel.

The postcards began a week  later. On their fronts, nothing spe-
cial: London Bridge, the humorless guardsmen at Buckingham Pal-
ace, a picturesque punk with a three- foot- high Mohawk. Unlike 
David, whose  family regularly traveled to places like Australia, Mex-
ico, Paris, Sarah had never been out of the country, but even she 
recognized the postcards as generic, pulled at random from the 
souvenir- shop carousel. The backs  were something  else, densely 
written edge to edge, her address and the stamp barely squeezed 
between lines. She felt grateful the mailman kept bringing them; 
he must be squinting at them, as she did, but with dif fer ent emo-
tions. At least one postcard a day, sometimes several, that she fished 
out as soon as the mailman had come, leaving the bills and cou-
pons for her  mother to find when she got home from work. David’s 
handwriting was effusive, almost feminine, with tall loops and wide 
flourishes and yet  great regularity, all the letters at just the same 
 angle, all the t’s and l’s just the same height. The content was much 
like the form: exuberant with observation, and yet deftly mea sured. 
Each card made a  little vignette. And in the lower right corners, 
squeezed next to her zip code, one or another of the tentative 
endearments that wrung the air from her lungs.

The vast southern city they lived in was rich in land, poor in 
every thing else—no bodies of  water, no drainage, no hills, no top-
ographical variety of any sort, no public transportation or even the 
awareness of the lack of such a  thing. The city, like vines with no 
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10 | Susan Choi

trellis, sprawled out thinly and nonsensically, its lack of organ ization 
its sole unifying aspect. Gracious neighborhoods of live oak and 
chunky brick mansions, such as the neighborhood where David 
lived, lay cheek by jowl with wastes of gravel, or US Postal Ser vice 
facilities resembling US Army bases, or Coca- Cola bottling plants 
resembling wastewater treatment facilities. And chintzy, labyrin-
thine apartment complexes of many hundreds of two- story brick 
boxes, strewn about scores of algae- stained in- ground swimming 
pools, such as the complex in which Sarah lived, might exhaust 
themselves at their easternmost edge on the wide boulevard, lined 
with tattered palm trees, which on its opposite side washed the gates 
of the city’s most prestigious club for Jews. David’s  mother, on the 
 family’s return from London, was pleasantly surprised to find him 
interested in racquetball and swimming at the Jewish Community 
Center, for which, since enrolling at CAPA, he’d shown only con-
tempt. “Have you even still got a racquet?” she asked.

He produced a racquet from the back of his closet. He even pro-
duced a towel.  These dangled limply from his hands when he 
arrived at Sarah’s door. The  actual distance from the club, across 
the boulevard, to Sarah’s door had been vastly greater than suggested 
by the many continuities. The walk— without the benefit of side-
walks or crossing signals, for their city  wasn’t built for pedestrians— 
from the JCC parking lot to the southern gate of Sarah’s complex 
had taken close to twenty minutes, in the heat of the damned, along 
a median planted with scorched rhododendron but not any trees, 
during which several separate motorists had pulled over to ask if he 
needed assistance. In their city only the poorest of the poor, or fresh 
victims of crimes, ever walked. Once inside Sarah’s sprawling and 
mazelike complex, David reeled—it was enormous, a city of its own, 
without signs. Sarah and her  mother had moved  there when Sarah 
was twelve, their fifth move in four years but the first Sarah’s  father 
had nothing to do with. Sarah and her  mother only stopped get-
ting lost in the maze of carports when they put a chalk X on the 
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Trust Exercise | 11

bleached wooden gate separating their assigned parking space from 
their back patio. July in their city: an average daytime temperature 
of ninety- seven degrees. From the sole clue David held, her apart-
ment number, he could never have guessed that she lived on the 
far, western side from the club, near the opposite entrance. Sarah 
had given him directions from the western entrance which he’d dis-
regarded, knowing he  wouldn’t be coming that way. He had been 
too ashamed to explain this to her, his plan involving a  ride to the 
club, too ashamed of not having a car of his own, though neither 
of them had a car of their own, being only fifteen and not  legal to 
drive for a year. It  didn’t cross his mind that she felt it as keenly, 
the utter dispossession of not being licensed to drive in that city of 
cars. It was part of the excruciating in- betweenness of no longer 
being  children, yet lacking  those powers enjoyed by adults. The 
“streets” within the complex  weren’t real streets at all but a tire-
lessly branching metastasis of walkway, or driveway, the former dis-
tinguished by borders of  dying impatiens, the latter by bordering 
spaces to park. It took David over an hour to find Sarah’s apartment. 
He might have walked two or three miles. David had  imagined he 
would take her in his arms as he’d done on that day in the dark, 
but he only stood, glued to her threshold, with his sun- boiled blood 
spreading stains in his eyes. He thought he might vomit or faint. 
Then the shared air of their childhood touched him: that par tic u-
lar air of their city, mustily buried and cool, from its unending jour-
ney through air- conditioning ducts that the sun never reached. No 
 matter if one lived in a mansion or a  little brick box, that air smelled 
just the same. David stepped  toward it blindly. “I need a shower,” 
he managed to say.

For his ruse he’d been forced to wear shorts, knee- high socks, 
infantile white sneakers, a sporty T- shirt. The outfit embarrassed 
Sarah. He looked alien to her, unhandsome, though this quibble 
peeped faintly at her from beneath the hard weight of her lust. The 
lust in its turn was eclipsed by another and unpre ce dented emotion, 
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an onrush of sad tenderness, as if the man he would be, full of 
unguessed-at darkness and weakness, had for a brief instant shown 
through the boy. The boy pushed his way past her and locked him-
self in her bathroom. Her  mother worked long days somewhere; 
 mother and  daughter shared the small, dowdy bathroom, so dif fer-
ent from each of the four bathrooms in David’s own home. In this 
strange realm he showered with a smooth brick of Ivory soap, pass-
ing it between his legs, firmly lathering  every square inch, meticu-
lous and patient  because truly frightened; he’d never had sex with 
a girl he loved. He’d had sex with two girls before this, both of 
whom now dissolved in his mind. His mind, slowly dilating as his 
blood temperature came off the dangerous boil. He’d made the 
shower  water cool, almost cold. He stepped cautiously out of her 
bathroom, a towel circling his waist. She was waiting for him in her 
bed.

MR. KINGSLEY, THEIR teacher, lived with a man he called his hus-
band; he twinkled at them provocatively when he said this. This was 
1982, far from New York. None of them, except for Sarah, had ever 
known a man who might call another man his husband while twin-
kling provocatively. None of them had ever known a man who had 
lived many years in New York, who had been a member of the orig-
inal Broadway cast of Cabaret, who referred to Joel Grey, when 
reminiscing on  these times, as “Joel.” None of them, again except 
Sarah, had ever known a man on whose office wall might hang, 
among other fascinating and risqué memorabilia, a photo graph of 
an exuberant and barely clad  woman, heavi ly made up, flinging her 
arms wide and high, who somehow despite zero resemblance was 
strangely reminiscent of Mr. Kingsley himself, and who was rumored 
to be Mr. Kingsley, though no one believed it. Sarah’s first cousin, 
her  mother’s  sister’s son, was a “leather queen,” Sarah said calmly 
to platter- eyed classmates; this cousin lived in San Francisco, often 
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wore  women’s clothes to sing torch songs, and in general gave Sarah 
a key to Mr. Kingsley’s esoterica that her peers wholly lacked. This 
was how David had first noticed Sarah: her aura of knowledge. He 
sometimes saw her laughing with Mr. Kingsley, and their laughter 
seemed shared, on the same remote plane. David envied this, as did 
every one  else, and he wanted to annex that plane for himself.

In 1982, none of them, except Sarah, had ever known a gay 
person. And equally, in 1982, none of them viewed Mr. Kingsley’s 
gayness as anything but another aspect of his  wholesale superiority 
to all other adults in their world. Mr. Kingsley was impossibly witty 
and sometimes impossibly cutting; the prospect of talking with him 
was terrifying and galvanizing; one longed to live up to his brilliance 
and equally feared that it  couldn’t be done. Of course Mr. Kings-
ley was gay. They lacked the word for it, but intuition supplied the 
frisson: Mr. Kingsley was not just gay but an iconoclast, the first 
such  they’d ever encountered. This was what they longed to be 
themselves,  little though they could put it in words. They  were all 
 children who had previously failed to fit in, or had failed, to the 
point of acute misery, to feel satisfied, and they had seized on cre-
ative impulse in the hope of salvation.

Strange, appropriate disruptions and traumas foretold summer’s 
end. Hurricane Clem crawled  toward them from the Ca rib bean, 
turning his wheel on the nightly newscast. Sarah’s  mother took her 
week’s vacation, and sat home regarding Sarah with weary suspi-
cion and making her put masking- tape X’s on the win dows and fill 
up the spare  water jugs. Sarah only got away by claiming she needed 
to use the library, on the campus of the college very near David’s 
 house. She and David got themselves dropped off far apart from 
each other and both mistakenly far from the library, and even once 
they had found each other, felt somehow misused. They walked in 
the dizzying heat, end to end of the summer- struck campus, hope-
lessly looking for somewhere to be, too hot and upset to link hands. 
Periodically, a grounds worker in a golf cart piled with tarps and 
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sandbags would drive past and throw them a look.  There  were no 
college students on campus. The  whole campus including the library 
was closed. Crossing an ocean of parking- lot asphalt they came upon 
the football stadium, like a ruin of Rome standing  silent and 
bleached in the heat. They squeezed through a bent scissor gate. 
 Behind a snack bar, at the base of a popcorn machine, on a pair of 
flattened boxes that smelled of stale grease, Sarah let David fuck her, 
her mouth crushed in his ear, her legs looping his waist, her hands 
struggling to hold his sweat- slippery back. His rhythmically ago-
nized exhalations scorched the side of her neck when he came. For 
the first time she  didn’t, and felt an aloneness. They hunched away 
from each other to get dressed again. David  didn’t brush off the 
bits of junk stuck to her legs, or make some comment that let Sarah 
feel it was all right to laugh. David, fighting with the laces of his 
sneakers, wished he  hadn’t come without her. He wished he  hadn’t 
felt her so rigid beneath him on a bed of cardboard. It had been 
very dif fer ent from the times in her apartment when  they’d had all 
her bed and her carpeted floor and the hallway and even the living 
room couch and armchair across which to spread their desire, when 
they sometimes would surface as if from a dream, and laugh to find 
themselves in a new room, and he’d touched  every inch of her skin 
with his lips, and pushed his tongue in her cunt, and seized hold of 
her hands when she bucked and cried out, both of them startled 
and thrilled by her plea sure.

 After dressing, they walked off the campus, having wound up 
so close to its edge, and found they  were at the same plaza where 
Sarah’s French bakery was. In a store Sarah liked, David watched 
her try on jewelry, weird handcrafted stuff made with unpolished 
rocks. When Sarah’s  mother’s  Toyota appeared outside the shop 
win dow, Sarah rushed away without letting him kiss her in front of 
the clerk. David stayed longer, and left with a ribbon- tied box.

*
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